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Fundamental to oral fluency, pragmatic markers facilitate the flow of sponta-
neous, interactional and social conversation. Variously termed ‘hedges’,
‘fumbles’ and ‘conversational greasers’ in earlier academic studies, this
book explores the meaning, function and role of well, I mean, just, sort of,
like and you know in British English. Adopting a sociolinguistic and historical
perspective, Beeching investigates how these six commonly occurring prag-
matic markers are used and the ways in which their current meanings and
functions have evolved. Informed by empirical data from a wide range of
contemporary and historical sources, including a small corpus of spoken
English collected in 2011–14, the British National Corpus and the Old
Bailey Corpus, Pragmatic Markers in British English contributes to debates
about language variation and change, incrementation in adolescence and
grammaticalisation and pragmaticalisation. The volume makes fascinating
reading for researchers and students in linguistics and English, as well as non-
specialists intrigued by this speech phenomenon.
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AB BNC social class category: refers to top or middle management,
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BNC British National Corpus
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COCA Corpus of Contemporary American English
COLT Corpus of London Teenage Language
DE BNC social class category: refers to semi-skilled or unskilled workers
EModE Early Modern English
FTA Face-Threatening Act (Brown and Levinson [1978] 1987)
GCI Generalised Conversational Implicature
ICE-GB The British component of the International Corpus of English
IITSC Invited Inferencing Theory of Semantic Change (Traugott and

Dasher 2002)
LLC London-Lund Corpus
M1 Meaning 1
M2 Meaning 2
ME Middle English
OBC Old Bailey Corpus
OE Old English
OED Oxford English Dictionary
PCI Particularised Conversational Implicature
PEF Average score for ‘Polite’, ‘Educated’ and ‘Friendly’ on the attitu-
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Transcription conventions

Transcription conventions in the UWE Role-play data (adapted from
Coates (ed.) 1998; Cameron 2001)

/ a slash indicates the end of a tone group or chunk of talk in the middle
of a turn.

[. . .] square brackets are used to indicate overlapping speech (where
speakers talk simultaneously).

= an equals sign is used to indicate latching (where there is no gap or
pause between speakers’ turns and one speaker’s utterance ‘latches’
directly onto the previous speaker’s utterance).

(.) a full-stop in round brackets indicates a short pause.
fantASTic capital letters refer to words/syllables uttered with emphasis.
summer? a question mark indicates the end of a chunk of talk which is being

analysed as a question.
XXX is used to anonymise any names used in the text.
((I mean)) double round brackets indicate that there is doubt about the accuracy

of the transcription.
((xxxxx)) double round brackets enclosing several ‘x’s indicate untranscrib-

able material.
<gonna> single angled brackets after the word show that it is pronounced in a

particular way, for example, ‘going to <goin’ to>’ or ‘going to
<gonna>’; ‘birthday <birfday>’ ‘kind of <kinda>’.

<<laughter>> double angled brackets are used to give extralinguistic material such
as laughter, groaning or yawning.

Symbols used in discourse transcriptions drawn from the ICE-GB Corpus
(Aijmer 2013: front matter)

<,> short pause
.. short pause
<,,> long pause
. . . long pause
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= lengthening
<.>. . .</.> incomplete words
<0>. . .</0> untranscribed text
[] speech overlap
<X . . . X> uncertain hearing
(H) inhalation
% glottal stop
(TSK) type of vocal noise

xviiTranscription conventions
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